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We develop a polymer physics-based method to compute the conformational entropy for RNA
tertiary folds, namely, conformations consisting of multiple helices connected through �cross-linked�
loops. The theory is based on a virtual bond conformational model for the nucleotide chain. A key
issue in the calculation of the entropy is how to treat the excluded volume interactions. The weak
excluded volume interference between the different loops leads to the decomposition of the whole
structure into a number of three-body building blocks, each consisting of a loop and two helices
connected to the two ends of the loop. The simple construct of the three-body system allows an
accurate computation for the conformational entropy for each building block. The assembly of the
building blocks gives the entropy of the whole structure. This approach enables treatment of molten
globule-like folds �partially unfolded tertiary structures� for RNAs. Extensive tests against
experiments and exact computer enumerations indicate that the method can give accurate results for
the entropy. The method developed here provides a solid first step toward a systematic development
of a theory for the entropy and free energy landscape for complex tertiary folds for RNAs and
proteins. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3447385�

I. INTRODUCTION

RNAs often fold through a hierarchical pathway, namely,
RNA secondary structures �helices and loops� are formed
first followed by the final consolidation of the tertiary con-
tacts between the different secondary structural subunits. For
a thermal equilibrium state, what determines the structural
formation is the free energy landscape—the free energy as a
function of the different structures. The free energy of the
system is a net result of several competing or cooperative
factors, such as base stacking interactions, conformational
entropy effect, electrostatic effects, and tertiary interactions.
Although these different effects are often coupled, as a first
and essential step, it is useful to have a method that can
evaluate the conformational entropy for a given fold.

RNA native state is a complex, highly compact tertiary
structure. However, what determines the stability of the na-
tive state is also the unfolded state. Moreover, in RNA fold-
ing and RNA functions, RNAs often undergo multiple tran-
sitions between the partially unfolded intermediate states.
The formation of such intermediate states can be critical for
the folding of RNA. These partially unfolded intermediate
states contain helix stems and loops with negligible helix-
helix and loop-helix tertiary contacts. We call the structures
as molten globule �MG�-like folds. Such partially disordered
states have been observed for RNAs in small-angle x-ray
scattering experiments.1 The primary focus of the present
study is the conformational entropy for the MG-like states.

A MG-like fold can be classified into two types accord-
ing to the ways in which the different helices are linked.
These two types can be conveniently defined in terms of the

graphical representation of the structure �also called the
“two-dimensional �2D� structure”; see Figs. 1�a� and 1�b��.
The first type contains no-crossing links and the second type
contains crossing links �cross-linked loops�. We call the first
type of structures as the secondary structures and the second
type as the tertiary structures.

For a secondary structure, due to the absence of cross-
linked loops, the helix assembly can be treated as a train-
track-like or tree-like structure, where the total structure can
be decomposed as independent subunits connected in series.
For a RNA structure, a structural subunit can be a helix stem,
a hairpin loop, an internal loop, or a bulge loop. The absence
of the cross-links between the different subunits causes the
additivity for a secondary structure: The total conformational
entropy can be estimated as an additive sum of the entropy
for each subunit.

For tertiary structures �with cross-linked loops�, how-
ever, the above additivity principle for the conformational
entropy fails. This is because the cross-linked loops can fold
back to make contact with the preceding helices, causing
coupling between the loop and the preceding helices. The
coupling would result in interdependence of the different
structural subunits. As a result, the entropy for a subunit such
as a loop would be sensitive to its structural context �struc-
tural environment�. This would lead to the nonadditivity of
the entropy: The total entropy of the structure is not equal to
the sum of the entropy for each individual loop or helix.
Because of the effects from the local structural context on the
loop entropy, for the purpose of the prediction for the tertiary
structural folding, it is neither possible nor useful to deter-
mine the entropy parameter for an individual loop using ther-
modynamic experiments. The entropy �and free energy� can
only come from theoretical calculations instead of empirical
parameters for any specific structures. This approach to the
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entropy and free energy for a tertiary fold is in sharp contrast
to the approach for a secondary structure, where one can rely
on empirical entropy and enthalpy parameters for each indi-
vidual loop or base stack to predict the free energy of the
whole �secondary� structure. Physics-based RNA folding
theories can be classified into two types: statistical mechani-
cal modeling2–9 and computer simulation modeling.10–12

Both types of approaches have provided useful insights into
the folding mechanisms from the nucleotide sequence. Pre-
vious attempts at computing the conformational entropy by
building spatial models of helix stems and loops using the
Monte Carlo sampling have led to promising results.13,14 In
addition, analytical methods for the entropy have been devel-
oped based on the conformational statistics for the complete
conformational ensemble, including conformations with
cross-linked intrachain contacts.15,16 These analytical meth-
ods are based on perturbation expansions according to in-
creasing structural complexity. However, application of the
theories to realistic three-dimensional �3D� RNA tertiary
folds has not been possible due to the complexity of the
structures. In the present study, based on the complete con-
formation ensemble, we develop an entropy theory that can
treat realistic 3D RNA tertiary folds.

For a MG-like structure with cross-linked loops, the
available methods, which are based on the additivity17 or
weak nonadditivity,2,3,16 are not applicable. The main con-
cern of the present paper is to develop a method to treat
MG-like structures that contain cross-linked loops. Because
the conformational entropy is about the statistics of the 3D
conformations of the chain, the evaluation of the conforma-
tional entropy is intrinsically a 3D conformational statistics
problem. The basic approach here is to develop a new ana-
lytical method for counting the 3D conformations that in-
volve strong coupling/nonadditivity.

Our approach is based on a “dividing and conquering”
strategy. A MG-like fold can contain multiple helices con-
nected by multiple loops. For a tertiary fold, the loop can be
cross-linked. The conformational entropy is determined by
the number of 3D conformations. The key issue in the con-
formational count is how to treat the volume exclusion be-
tween the different segments of the nucleotide chain. For a
MG-like fold, the excluded volume interaction can be highly
complex due to the complex chain connectivity by the loops.
Our method for the entropy calculation is based on two key

approximations. First, in the 3D space, loop-loop volume
exclusion is relatively weak �and thus negligible� as com-
pared to loop-helix and helix-helix volume exclusion. This
approximation leads to the decoupling between the different
loops. Second, for a given loop, the primary excluded vol-
ume and chain connectivity effect on the loop conformation
come from the �two� helices that are attached to the �two
ends� of the loop. The above two approximations allow for
the factorization of the conformational count of the whole
structure into the product of the conformational count of
structural building blocks,15 each consisting of a loop and the
two helices that are connected to the loop �a three-body sys-
tem�. An attractive feature of the method is that because the
system for each building block is simple and manageable,
one can focus the computational resources on each building
block to calculate their conformational entropies in great de-
tail, including the volume exclusion between the loop and its
nearby helices, and evaluate the �loop� entropy for the whole
structure efficiently as a sum of the entropies of the building
blocks �loops�.

II. FREE ENERGY MODEL FOR MG-LIKE
STRUCTURES

A MG-like state �structure� is defined by the base pairs
�=graph; see Figs. 1�a� and 1�b��. Equivalently speaking, a
MG-like state is defined by the helices �formed by the base
pairs� and the loops �=unpaired regions�. In a MG-like state,
we assume that helix-helix, helix-loop, or loop-loop contacts
have not yet formed. The full free energy landscape of the
chain is determined by the ensemble average over all the
possible structures,

�GMG = − kBT ln �
structure

e−�G/kBT, �G = �Ghelix + �Gloop,

where �G is the free energy for a given structure. The sum
over all the possible structures ��structure� includes all the
MG-like structures for a given chain. Without loop-helix,
loop-loop, and helix-helix tertiary contacts, the free energy
of a MG-like fold can be parsed into the free energies for the
helices �Ghelix and for the loop �Gloop. In the absence of
helix-helix interactions, the free energy of the helices �Ghelix

can be calculated as the sum of the free energy for each
helix, which is given by the nearest neighbor model com-
bined with the empirical thermodynamic parameters �Turner
rules� of base stacking and pairing.18 �Ghelix is sequence
dependent. The free energy for the loop regions is mainly
entropic: �Gloop=−T�Sloops, where �Sloops is the change in
the conformational entropy of the loop segments as the chain
folds from the fully unfolded state to the MG-like state. The
computation for the entropy �Sloops for the loop regions re-
quires a model.

A MG-like state is generally disordered and corresponds
to a large ensemble of 3D conformations. For a given MG-
like fold, the configurations for the multiple helices are not
fixed. Because helices are tethered by the intervening loops
of given lengths and a helix cannot bump into another helix
or a loop, helix configurations can be quite restricted. Differ-
ent configurations of the helices lead to different loop con-

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
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FIG. 1. The two types of MG-like fold: �a� A RNA secondary structure with
no-crossing links. The figure shows a structure that contains a hairpin and an
internal loop. �b� A RNA tertiary structure with crossing links. The figure
shows a three-loop H-type pseudoknot.
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formational entropies. How do we evaluate the number of all
the viable 3D conformations �conformational entropy� for a
given MG-like state?

The entropy for a given MG structure comes from two
parts: �a� the ensemble of the 3D configurations �positions/
orientations� of the helices ��helix config� and �b� the ensemble
of loop conformations for each given 3D configuration of the
helices. We first focus on the computation of the loop en-
tropy for a given configuration of the helices. The combina-
tion of the above two conformational ensembles gives the
following loop entropy:

�Sloop = kB ln �
helix config

�loop, �1�

where �loop is the number of loop conformations for a given
3D configuration of the helices.

Our focus is on the MG-like tertiary structures, namely,
structures with cross-linked loops. Loops in RNA secondary
structures,19 which contain no cross-linked loops, are con-
nected to the helices in series. Loops in a tertiary MG-like
fold, which contains cross-linked loops, however, often span
across helices. This causes the strong interdependence be-
tween loop and helix conformations. Such conformational
interdependence is unique to tertiary fold. The loop-helix
interdependence comes from two effects. First, the end-to-
end distance for a loop conformation is set by the configu-
ration of the two helices that are connected to the loop. Sec-
ond, the loop and helix conformations cannot bump into each
other in the 3D space.

The key issue surrounding the entropy calculation for
cross-linked loops is the structural dependence between a
loop and the surrounding helices. To develop an intuitive
grasp of our strategy, it is instructive to consider the simplest
cross-linked loops, which occur in a simplest two-loop
H-type pseudoknot �Fig. 2�. A pseudoknot consists of two
helix stems �S1 and S2� and two cross-linked loops �L1 and
L2�. The two helix stems in a pseudoknot tend to coaxially

stack on each other to form a rigid continuous helix rod. Due
to the helix-loop volume exclusion and the loop end-to-end
distance set by the helices, the flexibility of a loop can be
sensitive to the 3D configurations of the helices. Therefore,
given the presence of the helices, the loop entropy is effec-
tively a conditional entropy.

Polymer physics-based methods have been proposed for
the calculation of the pseudoknot loop entropy.4,20–27 These
methods, especially the method based on the explicit confor-
mation enumeration,23 have led to several useful predictions
for pseudoknot structures and folding stabilities. For a simple
canonical H-type pseudoknot �Fig. 2�, there is only one fixed
3D configuration �=a quasicontinuous long helix� for the he-
lices. The fixed helix configuration makes it computationally
feasible to produce an entropy table for different helix and
loop lengths using exhaustive computer enumeration. How-
ever, for a MG-like fold that contains multiple helices whose
orientations can be flexible, it would be practically impos-
sible to enumerate all the possible 3D configurations of the
helices and tabulate the loop entropy for each helix configu-
ration. What we need here is a new computational method
that can give efficient evaluation of the �loop� entropy for
any given 3D configuration of the helices.

A. Virtual bond-based RNA conformational model

Motivated by the need to sample the complete set of the
chain conformations for nucleic acids while keeping the
computational efficiency, Cao and Chen4 developed a virtual
bond-based RNA folding model �called the “Vfold” model�.
The development of the Vfold model is based on two obser-
vations about the known RNA structures. First, the C–O tor-
sions in the nucleotide backbone of RNA tend to be in the
trans �t� rotational isometric state �Fig. 3�a��. Consequently,
both the P–O5–C5–C4 bonds and the C4–C3–O3–P bonds
in the nucleotide backbone are approximately planar.28 This
makes it possible to reduce the nucleotide backbone confor-
mations into two effective virtual bonds P–C4 and
C4–P.29–31 Our calculation shows that the length of each
backbone virtual bond is about 3.9 Å. Second, RNA back-
bones and virtual bonds are rotameric. The survey of the
known structures suggests that the virtual bonds �Figs. 3�a�
and 3�b�� adopt rotamerlike configurations.32–37 Therefore,
RNA backbone conformations can be approximately de-
scribed by discrete rotational isometric states of the virtual
bonds. For the backbone virtual bonds connecting the C4 and
P atoms, the pseudotorsional angles �� and � in Figs. 3�a�
and 3�b�� can adopt the conventional isomeric states
�gauche+ �g+�, trans �t�, and gauche− �g−��.38 Because these
three rotational isomeric states can be represented by the
diamond lattice bonds, we can generate loop conformations
through self-avoiding random walks of the virtual bonds in a
diamond lattice4 with bond length of 3.9 Å. In addition, the
bond angle in a diamond lattice is fixed as 109.5° in diamond
lattice,4,14 which lies well within the bond angle range of
90°–120° of virtual bonds ��C and �P in Fig. 3� in the ex-
perimentally measured RNA structures. The virtual bond
RNA model �Vfold model� provides an effective scaffold for
the all-atom RNA conformations as described below.
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FIG. 2. �a� A schematic for a simplest �two-loop� H-type RNA pseudoknot,
consisting of two helix stems �S1 and S2� and two crossing links �L1 and
L2�. �b� The secondary structure for the 32 mRNA pseudoknot of bacte-
riophage T2 �PDB ID: 2TPK�, which is used as a template for the helix
structures for a simple H-type pseudoknot.
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1. Helix

We use the atomic coordinates for the A-form helix to
configure the virtual bond structure of a helix. To use the
diamond lattice to configure the all-atom coordinates, we
move the P and C4 atoms in an A-form RNA helix to the
nearest diamond lattice sites.4 The positions of these atoms
determine the configurations of the virtual bonds in the helix.
Such off-lattice to on-lattice transformation causes a small
distortion of the helix. We found that for an A-form RNA
helix, the use of the diamond lattice would cause a root-
mean-square deviation �RMSD� of about 0.4 Å for a base
pair.

2. Loop

The loop part is often flexible and can form an ensemble
of conformations in the 3D space. Several previous models
have been developed to describe the loop conformations us-
ing the Cartesian coordinate system,39 torsion-angle,40

pseudotorsion angle,32,33 or distance representations.41 These
different methods employ various simplified chain represen-
tations in order to reduce the conformational degrees of free-
dom. We use our virtual bond scheme because it can conve-
niently generate the conformations through the
pseudotorsion angles.4,29–31 With the virtual bond RNA con-
formational model, we construct the loop conformational en-
semble through self-avoiding random walks of the virtual
bonds in the diamond lattice. To generate loop conformations
using the virtual bond model is computationally more effi-
cient than other available models. For instance, the virtual
bond model gives 2�3=6 torsional angles for a trinucle-
otide system. This is in contrast to the 54, 18, and 153 vari-
ables used in the Cartesian coordinate-based model, the
torsion-angle representation, and the distance representation,
respectively.41

3. Loop-helix connection

The helices in a MG-like fold are connected by interven-
ing loops. In order to ensure the loop-helix connectivity, we
allow a loop and a helix connected to the loop to have a

overlap nucleotide �see Fig. 4�. The overlap nucleotide is a
terminal nucleotide of the helix. For a helix, the configura-
tion of the terminal �overlap� nucleotide uniquely determines
the configuration of the pairing nucleotide and hence the
configuration of the helix. Therefore, the ensemble of helix
configurations can be effectively generated from the configu-
rations of the corresponding overlap nucleotide �=loop termi-
nal�.

In practice, for a given configuration of the loop terminal
nucleotide �=the overlap nucleotide�, we perform 3D rotation
of the �all-atom� helix to identify the optimal helix configu-
ration with the minimum RMSD. Here the RMSD is the
deviation between the diamond lattice coordinates and the
off-lattice atomic coordinates of the overlap nucleotide. Our
test shows that the minimum RMSD is around 0.4 Å �see
Fig. 4�.

The Vfold model allows us to sample the conformational
space with reduced chain representation. The model has two
notable advantages. First, unlike the simulation approaches,
the Vfold model enables statistical mechanical calculations
based on the complete ensemble of the reduced
conformations.4,9,23,27 Second, it provides a reliable low-
resolution structural model, which can serve as a scaffold for
further all-atom refinement through molecular dynamics
computations.42
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B. Three-body model for loop entropy

One of the key issues in the computation of the free
energy for a MG-like state is the loop entropy. For a MG-like
fold with a given set of helix configuration, the conforma-
tional entropy corresponds to the size of the loop conforma-
tional ensemble ��loop in Eq. �1��. Brute force enumeration
of the loop conformations is not viable, not only because of
the exceedingly long computational time to enumerate the
conformational for even a simple loop �Fig. 3�c�� but also
because of the constraints from the environment �helices,
loops�. The problem is more pronounced for a MG-like fold
with multiple loops and multiple helices, which makes exact
computer enumeration not viable.

The conformational viability of a loop is restricted by
two factors: �a� the loop-helix and loop-loop excluded vol-
ume interactions and �b� the fixed coordinates of the loop
terminal nucleotides as determined by the helix configura-
tion. The difficulty for the evaluation of �loop in Eq. �1�
comes from the fact that the conformational viability of a
loop is the spatial constraints, which mainly come from the
nearby helices and loops. Therefore, the problem in essence
is a many-body problem.

However, for a MG-like structure, the excluded volume
clash between the different loops is weak. For a MG-like
fold which is not tightly compact, the different loops can
have many different ways to be configured in the 3D space,
resulting in a weak volume exclusion between each other.
This is in contrast to 2D loops which have much limited
ways to be configured in the �2D� space and hence loops can
easily bump into each. The weak volume exclusion correla-
tion between the loops causes the decorrelation between the
different loops. This is remarkable because it leads to the
factorization of �loop, namely, the loop conformational count
�loop can be evaluated as the product of the conformational
count �i of each loop i,

�loop = �i�i. �2�

This approach reduces the conformation count for multiple
loops into the conformational enumeration for one loop at a
time, resulting in a dramatic reduction in the computer time
from t��nLn� to �nt�Ln�, where Ln is the length of the nth
loop and t�L� is the computer time for counting conforma-
tions for a loop of length L �Fig. 3�c��.

In addition, for a MG-like structure, which is not tightly
compact, the impact of helices on the conformational viabil-
ity of a loop is predominantly dictated by the helices that are
directly tethered to the two ends of the loop. The observation
is important because it suggests that for each loop, the com-
plex problem of the conformational enumeration ��i in Eq.
�2�� for a loop i in a multiple-helix and multiple-loop envi-
ronment can be reduced to a three-body system: the loop and
the two helices directly connected to the two ends of the loop
�Fig. 5�.

Based on the three-body model, our basic strategy here
is to evaluate the conformational count �i for each loop
�junction� in the context of the three-body system and to
compute the entropy �loop from Eq. �2�. The major steps to
compute the conformational count for the three-body system
can be summarized as the following �Fig. 6�a��.

�1� We first model the conformations of the loop by self-
avoiding random walks of the virtual bonds �the P and
C4 atoms� in a diamond lattice. In this step, the loop is
treated as a free chain.

�2� For each enumerated conformation, we construct the
three-body system by attaching the two A-form helix
stems to the two ends of the loop, respectively, using
the loop-helix connection method described above.

�3� We map the two A-form helix stems onto the diamond
lattice. We examine the excluded volume effect be-
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tween the loop and helix by disallowing conformations
with two atoms occupying the same lattice site.

To exhaustively compute and tabulate the entropy of
three-body system would be prohibited by the rapid increase
of the required computational time �Fig. 3�c��. To enhance
the computational efficiency, we choose a set of reduced pa-
rameters to describe the 3D configurations of the two helices
and the loop. The purpose here is to represent the loop con-
formational count �i as a function of the reduced parameters.

The configurations of the two helices can be conve-
niently described by �a� the end-to-end distance �x� and �b�
the �relative� orientation of the two end nucleotides of the
loop. How many different �relative� orientations can the two
end nucleotides have? In the Vfold model, each terminal
nucleotide of the loop is represented by two virtual bonds. In
a diamond lattice, each bond can have four possible orienta-
tions. Therefore, for a nucleotide �=2 virtual bonds� there are
� 4

2
�=6 possible configurations. Considering the 5→3 polar-

ity, there are a total of 2�6=12 relative orientations be-
tween the two terminal nucleotides of a loop. Because the
orientation of a terminal nucleotide �of a helix� uniquely de-
termines the orientation of the helix, these 12 orientations
correspond to 12 relative orientations of the two helices.
Therefore, according to the relative orientations of the heli-
ces, we can classify the conformational entropy for a loop �in
the three-body context� into 12 different types �Fig. 7�. For
each type t, we denote the number of loop conformations as
��l , t ,x�, where l is the loop length and x is the end-to-end
�P-P� distance �Fig. 8�a��.

By using the above classification scheme, we assume
that other factors, such as the lengths of the helix stems, may
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FIG. 6. �a� The strategy to compute the conformational count for a three-body system: �a� enumerating the loop conformations, �b� attaching the two helices
to the two ends of the loop with the 5�→3� directionality preserved, �c� examining the excluded volume effect. By classifying the conformations according
to the conformational types �see Fig. 7�, we compute and tabulate the conformational count of the loop for the different types of helix configurations. �b� By
repeating the above procedures ��a�–�c�� for the next loop, we configure the next helix �helix 3�.
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FIG. 7. The 12 types of the configurations of the three-body system classi-
fied according to the relative orientations of any two helices. In the figures,
the cylinders represent the orientations of the helices.
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not play a dominant role in determining the loop entropy.
Indeed, the assumption is supported by our test results. As
shown in Fig. 8�b� for test systems with helix stems of 2–9
bp �base pairs� and a loop of 4 or 7 nt �nucleotides�, we find
that the conformation entropy of a three-body system is sen-
sitive to �l , t ,x� and is only weakly dependent on the lengths
of the helix stems.

Furthermore, for longer loops �l	9 nt�, it becomes pos-
sible and necessary to develop an analytical formula for
��l , t ,x� in order to avoid exact computer enumeration which
is computationally demanding. Through extrapolation from
the results for the shorter loop lengths �Fig. 8�b��, we find the
following fitted formula for ��l , t ,x�:

ln �system�l,x,t� = �0.1 + 2.14l� − �A�l,t�ln�l −
x

d
+ 1	

+ B�l,t��l −
x

d
+ 1	 + C�l,t�
 , �3�

where d=6.4 Å is the length of a nucleotide �=the distance
between two consecutive P atoms�. In the diamond lattice,

A�l , t�, B�l , t�, and C�l , t� are functions of the loop length �l�
and type �t�,

A�l,t� = a1tl
1/4 + a2t, B�l,t� =

b1t

l
+ b2t, C�l,t� = c1tl + c2t.

�4�

In Table I we show the data for a1t, a2t, b1t, b2t, c1t, and c2t.
Note that a1t, a2t, b1t, b2t, c1t, and c2t are functions of the
orientation type t only.

For short loops with l=1 and 2 nt, we compute the loop
entropy from the exhaustive enumeration for the conforma-
tions of the three-body system. For loops with l=3 and 4 nt,
we compute �system�l ,x , t� from the analytical formula Eq.
�3� with the parameters given by Table II. For longer loops
with l	5 nt, we compute the loop entropy from the analyti-
cal formula Eqs. �3� and �4� with the parameters from
Table I.

III. ILLUSTRATIVE CALCULATIONS

To test the validity and to illustrate the application of the
above approach, we compute the conformational entropy for
several paradigmatic systems with increasing complexity.
The theoretical predictions are compared to the results from
the exact computer enumerations and from the thermody-
namic experiments.

The entropy �Sloop in Eq. �1� involves the enumeration
of the 3D configurations of the three helices. We generate the
helix configurations using the terminal nucleotides of the
loops. We first compute and tabulate the possible end-to-end
coordinates/configurations for different loop lengths. For any
given MG-like fold, we start from the shortest loop and enu-
merate all the possible end-end configurations of the loop
from the pretabulated results. Each given end-end configura-
tion of the loop fixes the configuration of the helices attached
to the loop. Repeating the same procedure for the next loop
determines the configuration of the next helix �Fig. 6�b��.
Here, the 5�→3� polarity of the chain for both the loop and
the helices must be preserved.
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FIG. 8. �a� The conformation entropy of a three-body system is sensitive to
the chain length �l�, end-end �P-P� distance �x�, and connection types �t�. �b�
Based on the loop conformations from the exact computer enumerations
���, the parameters in Eq. �3� �—� can be fitted. The helix lengths �S1 and
S2� in the two cases are in the range of 2–9 bp and the loop lengths �l� are
4 and 7 nt. The connection types of the helices are t=3 and t=7, respec-
tively. This figure also shows that the conformation entropy of a three-body
system is sensitive to �l , t ,x� and is only weakly dependent on the lengths of
the helix stems.

TABLE I. Parameters in Eq. �4� �for loop length 	5 nt�.

Type a1t a2t b1t b2t c1t c2t

0 
16.6169 18.3553 2.583 48 0.815 093 2.603 00 
3.273 45
1 
16.3055 17.8392 2.766 86 0.785 653 2.603 55 
3.267 95
2 
14.9979 15.4767 4.208 68 0.642 991 2.639 34 
3.552 73
3 
15.8370 16.4620 4.409 97 0.780 402 2.676 46 
4.033 36
4 
12.9740 11.6886 6.891 27 0.429 394 2.696 58 
4.057 99
5 
14.3778 14.0218 5.797 66 0.582 219 2.695 38 
4.090 29
6 
17.0547 19.0807 1.603 46 0.887 777 2.595 57 
2.990 63
7 
17.5967 20.0118 1.239 63 0.934 679 2.600 26 
3.070 64
8 
17.1778 19.4606 1.247 04 0.894 766 2.572 40 
2.830 05
9 
15.2644 15.8595 4.300 44 0.661 839 2.652 71 
3.700 54

10 
14.3481 14.1437 5.286 88 0.592 249 2.667 38 
3.841 77
11 
15.8476 16.5521 4.239 53 0.761 426 2.669 99 
3.886 06
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A. Hairpin loop

A RNA hairpin consists of a helix and a loop connected
to the two strands of the helix �Fig. 1�a��. From a structural
point of view, hairpin loop should be excluded from our
three-body model, as it cannot be factored into two helices
tethered to a loop. Nevertheless, the configuration of the loop
�helix� terminal nucleotides �=the overlap nucleotides in the
loop-helix junctions� falls into the eighth type �t=8� of the
12 types of the relative orientations between two nucleotides
�Fig. 7�. By fitting the helix stem onto the diamond lattice,
we find that the end-to-end �P-P� distance of the loop �helix
strands� in the diamond lattice is equal to x=16.9 Å.43 From
Eq. �3�, we can compute the loop conformational entropy as
a function of the loop length l. As shown in Fig. 9�a�, the
theoretical predictions show good agreements with the ex-
perimental data18 and with the results from the exact com-
puter enumerations. The agreement suggests the validity of
our three-body model for the loop entropy. In our calcula-
tion, the conformational entropy of the coil state ��coil� is
computed from the exact enumeration of the virtual bond
conformations in a diamond lattice.

B. Two-loop H-type pseudoknot

A two-loop H-type pseudoknot contains two helix stems
that are coaxially stacked to form a quasicontinuous helix �S1

and S2 in Fig. 2�. For the fixed helix configuration, we can
compute the loop entropy based on the three-body system.
We first generate the P and C4 coordinates for the coaxially
stacked helices using a template structure. Specifically, we
use gene 32 mRNA of bacteriophage T2 pseudoknot �PDB
ID: 2TPK, Fig. 2� as a template. Our tests for choosing dif-
ferent templates to model the coaxially stacked helices show
that the loop entropy results are not sensitive to the template
�data not shown�.

By reducing the all-atom structure of the coaxially
stacked helices into a virtual bond structure and mapping the
virtual bond structure onto a diamond lattice, we can deter-
mine the connection types �t� and the end-to-end distance �x�
of the loops. The connection type �t� and end-end distance
�x� are dependent on the helix lengths �Table III� and are
uniquely determined for a given pseudoknot. For the given
connection type �t� and the end-end distance �x�, Eqs. �3� and
�4� give the loop entropy for loops L1 and L2.

TABLE II. Parameters in Eq. �3� �loop lengths are 3 and 4 nt�.

Type A�3, t� B�3, t� C�3, t� A�4, t� B�4, t� C�4, t�

0 
4.205 74 1.630 16 4.785 98 
6.156 70 1.788 47 7.021 03
1 
5.070 35 2.076 93 4.370 69 
6.112 98 1.722 77 7.094 49
2 
6.432 25 2.836 52 3.648 89 
6.735 80 1.978 77 6.896 76
3 
5.676 48 2.534 53 3.742 06 
6.801 54 2.114 36 6.579 37
4 
6.834 93 3.122 32 3.328 32 
7.536 42 2.393 85 6.487 51
5 
6.650 30 3.003 56 3.442 79 
7.389 51 2.341 60 6.512 66
6 
5.248 81 2.077 86 4.445 22 
5.772 94 1.459 01 7.430 10
7 
5.328 70 2.136 72 4.393 34 
5.563 47 1.371 52 7.480 03
8 
5.779 96 2.485 09 4.045 68 
5.494 94 1.340 87 7.541 47
9 
6.532 14 2.933 80 3.525 82 
6.627 58 1.950 42 6.885 91

10 
6.773 07 3.048 56 3.422 80 
6.953 25 2.095 50 6.751 72
11 
6.267 85 2.796 60 3.661 63 
6.751 58 2.028 76 6.789 05
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FIG. 9. Comparison between the loop entropies from the experiment ���, the exact enumerations ���, and our analytical theory ��� for �a� hairpin loops and
�b� internal loops. The experimental results are from Ref. 18. −�S is computed as kB ln��coil /�loop�, where �coil and �loop are the numbers of the
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Figure 10 shows the calculated conformational entropy
of the two-loop H-type pseudoknot and the comparisons with
the results from exact computer enumerations. Our results
based on the three-body system yield better results for loop
L1, which spans across the narrow �major� groove S2 than for
loop L2 which spans across the wide �minor� groove S1. The
difference may be due to the more severe/complex excluded
volume interactions between L2 and S1 than L1 and S2. Nev-
ertheless, our analytical formula leads to reliable overall pre-
dictions for the entropies.

C. Three-helix model system

An important assumption for our three-body approach is
that the loop-helix excluded volume mainly comes from the

helices that are connected to the loop. To test this assump-
tion, we choose a model system with three helices �S1=S2

=S3=3 bp; see Fig. 11� to calculate the loop entropy. We
compare the loop entropy predicted from the three-body ana-
lytical theory �Eq. �1�� with the result from the exact com-
puter enumeration, which considers the volume exclusion
between the loop and all the three helices.

We randomly select two configurations for the three he-
lices, one with connection type t=3 and the other with type
t=5 for the loop. As shown in Fig. 11, the analytical results
given by Eqs. �3� and �4� agree with the results from the
exact computer enumerations. This suggests that the ex-
cluded volume effect on the loop conformations may pre-
dominantly come from the helices �S1 and S3� that connect to
the loop �l� instead of from the other helices �S2�.

D. Internal loop

An internal loop consists of two helix stems and two
�unpaired� strands �Fig. 1�a��. A recent attempt4 based on the
Vfold model enables evaluation of the entropy for internal
loops through exhaustive computer enumeration of the con-
formations. However, as the two strands in the loop can be
flexible, the exact enumeration of the conformations can be
computationally time demanding �Fig. 3�c��. For example,

TABLE III. The connection type �t� and end-to-end distance �d� for a two-
loop H-type pseudoknot with the different helix lengths �S1 and S2�.

S1 t d S2 t d

2 10 16.9 2 11 19.1
3 10 21.1 3 9 12.7
4 10 24.7 4 9 12.7
5 9 26.3 5 9 6.4
6 9 33.1 6 10 6.4
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the exact enumeration of a l1� l2 internal loop will cost the
computer time as t�l1+ l2�, which can be exceedingly large
even for an internal loop of moderate size. Here t�l� is the
computational time for enumerating an l nt chain and is an
exponential function of l �see Fig. 3�c��.

Our three-body approach avoids the exhaustive enu-
meration and is thus computationally more efficient than the
previous method. The internal loop can be factored into two
three-body systems, each containing two helices and one
�loop� strand �Fig. 5�b��. The three-body model �Eq. �2��
gives the conformational count for the internal loop as
�internal loop=�system 1��system 2.

For an illustrative calculation and a test of our theory, we
choose an internal loop with l1=4 nt, l2=5 nt, s1=5 bp, and
s2=5 bp �namely, “internal 4-5-5-5”�. This internal loop is
factored into two three-body systems, one consisting of l
=4 nt, s1=5 bp, and s2=5 bp �named as “4-5-5 system”�
and another “5-5-5 system.” For illustrative purpose, we ran-
domly select a helix configuration for the two helices. For
the helix configuration that we choose, we have �l , t ,x�
= �4 nt,6 ,25.5 Å� and �5 nt, 4,9.0 Å� as the �loop length,
connect type, end-to-end distance� for the 4-5-5 system and
the 5-5-5 system, respectively. Equation �4� gives
�A�4,6�=−5.77,B�4,6�=1.46,C�4,6�=7.43� and �A�5,4�
=−7.71,B�5,4�=1.81,C�5,4�=9.42�. With these param-
eters, Eq. �3� gives the conformational count for the
two three-body systems as ln �4-5-5 system=0.16 and

ln �5-5-5 system=4.82. Thus the internal loop conformation for
the given configuration is estimated as �Eq. �2��

ln �internal 4-5-5-5
pred = ln��4-5-5 system � �5-5-5 system� = 4.98.

Exact enumeration of the internal loop conformations
in the diamond lattice gives �internal 4-5-5-5

exat =104 and
ln �internal 4-5-5-5

exat =4.64. Therefore, the result from our ana-
lytical theory is close to the one from the exact enumeration.
This suggests that the theory, which drastically reduces the
conformational enumeration time from t�9��4.1�104 s to
t�4�+ t�5��2.5 s �Fig. 3�c��, may be quite reliable. Further-
more, in the practical calculation, the use of the analytical
formula is even more computationally efficient because it
does not involve any conformational enumeration.

By summing up the conformations of all helices configu-
rations �Eq. �1��, the entropy for the internal loop can be
obtained. Figure 9�b� shows a systematic theory-experiment
comparison18 for the entropy of internal loops with different
sizes. The theory-experiment agreement further suggests the
validity of our three-body model.

E. Three-loop H-type pseudoknot

Three-loop H-type pseudoknot consists of two helix
stems and three loops. Unlike a two-loop pseudoknot where
the two helix stems form a quasicontinuous helix, the helix
stems here are separated by an intervening loop. This loop
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disrupts the coaxial stacking interaction between the two he-
lix stems and allows for more flexible orientations for the
helices �Figs. 1�b� and 5�a��. The large number of the pos-
sible configurations for the helices causes extremely long
computer time t�l1+ l2+ l3� for the exact enumeration of the
entropy. This highlights the necessity to evaluate the loop
entropy using a computationally efficient method such as the
three-body method developed above.

Indeed, the three-body model can readily give the loop
entropy for a three-loop pseudoknot �Fig. 5�a��. For example,
a pseudoknot consisting of loops l1=3 nt, l2=4 nt, and l3

=5 nt and helices s1=s2=5 bp �“pseudoknot 3-4-5-5-5”�
can be factored into three three-body systems: 3-5-5, 4-5-5,
and 5-5-5 systems �named in the way described above�. We
randomly select a 3D configuration of the helices for the
illustrative purpose. We choose �l , t ,x�= �3 nt,0 ,16.9 Å�, �4
nt, 2, 24.7 Å�, and �5 nt, 0,19.1 Å� for the 3-5-5, 4-5-5, and
5-5-5 systems, respectively. Equation �4� gives the following
parameters: �A�3,0�=−4.21,B�3,0�=1.63,C�3,0�=4.79�,
�A�4,2�=−6.74,B�4,2�=1.98,C�4,2�=6.90�, and �A�5,0�
=−6.49,B�5,0�=1.33,C�5,0�=9.69�. With the above pa-
rameters, Eq. �3� gives the conformational count for the three
three-body systems as ln �3-5-5 system=0.81, ln �4-5-5 system

=0.41, ln �5-5-5 system=4.25. The loop conformational count
for the pseudoknot of the given three-helix configuration is
�Eq. �2��

ln �pseudoknot 3-4-5-5-5
pred

= ln��3-5-5 system � �4-5-5 system � �5-5-5 system�

= 5.47.

We aim to compare the above analytical result with the result
from the exact conformational enumeration. However, be-
cause of the large total size of loops �leff=3+4+5�, to ex-
haustively enumerate all the conformations of this three-loop
H-type pseudoknot is practically impossible �Fig. 3�c��, even
for a fixed helices configuration. Therefore, we compute the
conformational counts for the �4 nt� loop 2, and the �5 nt�
loop 3 separately with the presence of the �3 nt� loop 1. For
each given helix configuration, we enumerate the conforma-
tions for loop 1. For each conformation of loop 1, we enu-
merate the conformations for loops 2 and 3 independently.
We found �pseudoknot 3-4-5-5-5

exat =149 and ln �pseudoknot 3-4-5-5-5
exat

=5.00, which is close to the result from the above analytical
calculation. Our three-body approach can reduce the compu-
tational time for loop conformational enumeration from t�3
+4+5��5.9�107 s to t�3�+ t�4�+ t�5��2.6 s, and the use
of the analytical formulas, which avoids the conformational
enumeration, would lead to further drastic enhancement in
the computational efficiency.

To compute the total entropy for the pseudoknot, we
need to generate the 3D configurations for the helices. Sum-
ming over the loop conformational count for the different
helix configurations �Eq. �1�� gives the total loop conforma-
tional count for the pseudoknot as ln �tot

pred=12.0 from the
three-body analytical model and ln �tot

exact=10.6 from the ex-
act computer enumeration described above, respectively. The
result indicates that the three-body model is likely reliable
for an efficient estimation of the conformational entropy.

IV. SUMMARY

We develop a three-body approach to compute the con-
formational entropy for RNA MG-like folds. The key idea
for the approach is to factor the whole structure into three-
body systems, which consist of a loop and the two helices
that are connected to the two ends of the loop. Such a fac-
torization converts a complex many-body problem into a set
of three-body problems and hence leads to significant en-
hancement of computational efficiency. The approach in-
volves two approximations.

�1� The excluded volume interaction between the different
loops is weak. Therefore, we can neglect correlation
between the loops, which allows us to compute the total
loop entropy as a sum of the entropy of each loop.

�2� The entropy for a loop is a function of its local struc-
tural environment. For a MG-like structure, which is
not tightly compact, the strong effect of the local envi-
ronment on the loop conformation mainly comes from
the helices that are connected to the loop. This suggests
the use of a simple three-body system �one loop and the
two helices� for the entropy calculation for a loop.

Our extensive tests against exact computer enumerations
and experiments indicate that the model is valid for the sys-
tems tested. Furthermore, the method leads to a set of ana-
lytical formulas for the efficient computation of the loop en-
tropy. With the nearest neighbor model and the empirical
energy parameters �Turner’s rule�18 for the helix free ener-
gies, the method can be used to predict RNA structures. As a
caveat, it is important to note that the nearest neighbor model
assumes additivity and the empirical energy parameters are
based on the two-state approximation and are valid only for
1M NaCl solution at 37 °C.

The above two approximations are likely valid for MG-
like folding intermediates, where the structure is not highly
compact and no tertiary contact has been established/
stabilized. However, for the evaluation of the free energy of
a tightly compact structure such as the native structure, the
above approximations should be modified. For instance, he-
lices other than the ones directly connected to the loop may
affect the loop entropy and should be considered. The con-
formational entropy for a tertiary fold may be used as an
auxiliary measure for the compactness of a RNA structure. In
contrast to the radius of gyration, which describes the global
average size of the structure, the conformational entropy,
which gives the conformational freedom of the structure,
may contain more “structural” information about the cross-
linked entanglement of helices and loops.

Another improvement for the model should address the
efficient enumeration of the helix configurations. Our major
focus of the present study is on the loops �for a given con-
figuration of the helices�. For complex large RNA tertiary
folds, the enumeration of the 3D configurations for the heli-
ces is a great challenge. The Monte Carlo sampling13 might
provide a viable method for the generation of the 3D con-
figurations for a many-helix system. Nevertheless, applica-
tions of the model to simple tertiary folds suggest that the
model may be useful for the entropy and free energy com-
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putations for more complex RNA tertiary folds. The current
form of the theory may be a solid first step for further sys-
tematic development.
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